sub-section chapters to address selected points and attempt to provide (some) answers thereto.
Under the first four sections (Fundamental Science to The Scientist's Inner Self ) are presented some 15 answers under headings Because . . . ., followed by two questions under Communication of Science, and another two 'Because' answers and an examination of the Importance of the 'Whys of a Scientific Life' related to Science and Society. Two final questions under Fundamentals Revisited are presented in Chapters 22 and 23. The book concludes with a brief Appendix, followed by the usual alphabetical keyword Index.
Many readers can probably add more and different subheadings of specific interest to their experiences and environment, and challenges which make the choices within a scientific life somewhat harder. In particular, those more isolated young scientists in remote locations and in more underdeveloped countries, compared with students at the world's best, well equipped and well known universities/ research laboratories, will surely have different perspectives and importance attached to many of the points made. Maybe the title could have omitted 'The' and only been Whys of a Scientific Life, since as is it implies all the 'Whys' have been covered.
Nevertheless, since these many points are indeed made, it provides stepping-stone arguments to be further considered and explored. Apart from providing the reader with concise answers to the questions posed, it is also well illustrated by many appropriate and seminal examples from the literature, fitting to the stepwise points made.
Thus, to readers who are passionate about their research, this book provides a very appropriate perspective and a systematic approach to many relevant questions, directly related to the conscious choice of pursuing a scientific life. It was a pleasure to read and provides clear answers to many a 'Why' associated with scientific research across disciplines.
The author in my view provides a well thought-through 'rough guide' to be considered by many a scientist. It should be shared with colleagues, students, and even people in the street, general society, management entities, and decision makers of higher academic institutions and in government: specifically, with those who so often query with variable modes and emphasis 'Why is scientific research (really) necessary?'
